It is set out in Section 14, pages 49-61. Since that time further examination of the problem and new calculations allow the subject to be exhibited in a more complete form, and an inconsequential error to be corrected. I agree with the reviewer (C.A.B.S.) of the first edition, that the subject should have been given a separate chapter. In this paper I hope to give a more complete account of the present state of knowledge.
Each locus of the germ plasm will be represented in the foundation material on a finite number of strands; for example, on four strands for an inbred line propagated by sib-mating, or by parent offspring mating, but on eight strands for double cousin mating, where two pairs are to be used, or for self-incompatible tetrasomic plants. After n generations more than one strand may be present at some loci, but at an increasing number all but one will have disappeared.
With sib-mating, for example, the probability of not yet being homogenic has been shown to be exactly (5+I6E)&'-2+j(I3-I6€) (-E) As, in this expression the second, third and fourth terms are, when n exceeds i o, somewhat trifling in magnitude, and decreasing rather rapidly, it has been convenient to consider the later stages of the inbreeding process in the light of the asymptotic theory, in which the first term only is retained. Out of a total length L, then, the length of strand, on any metric whatever, expected to be still heterogenic will be expressed as So expressed, the theory supplies the average value of the length of strand still heterogenic, but gives no idea of the extent to which this length may be expected to vary from case to case. This will depend greatly on the number of heterogenic tracts in which the portion still heterogenic is broken up. It is a function of the theory of junctions to supply means of calculating the expected number of such tracts. Indeed, the asymptotic theory may be completed on this basis, since in the limit both the number of-tracts and their average length are found to diminish. With tracts widely separated, so that the survival of each is independent of the existence of others, the distribution of tract number must tend to the Poisson limit, for which the frequency of there being n tracts is rn" e_m -where m is the number expected. Similarly, as the tracts grow shorter by random attrition, the distribution of length among existing tracts must tend to the limit df= -e"dx.
IfX stands for the sum of n independent values of x, the distribution of X must be df=(') ,.X1le_X1dX for any given number n, and for all n possible with the frequencies of the Poisson series the distribution is
together with the finite frequency, em, at the limit, X = o. The mean value of X in the expression above is easily seen to be ma.
Consequently, no more is needed for the complete asymptotic distribution than to supplement the expected length heterogenic with the expected number of heterogenic tracts.
The continuous part of the distribution may be expressed in terms of a Bessel Function, i.e. as e_m (14) In these expressions it should be noted that the condensation at zero is included. DrJ. H. Bennett has also shown how the variance may be obtained by considering the survival of the heterogenic condition at two loci simultaneously. By this path also he has verified the variance deduced above, both for the case of sib-mating, and for some other cases. Fio. i. Probability of elimination of the last remaining Heterogenic
Tract at each generation of sib-mating.
THE PRODUCTION AND SURVIVAL OF JUNCTIONS
A new junction is formed whenever a crossover occurs in a region for which the parent organism is heterozygous. Since "map length" is a metric defined by the frequency of crossing over, junction-formation will be uniform on this metric. Knowing the frequency of all mating types at each locus, the rate of production of junctions is easily calculated. After production the junction will be inherited like a point-mutation. It may be lost; in the course of time it may come to prevail in all four strands; after a given number of generations, however, it has a calculable chance of being neither lost nor fixed. If it were fixed the strands on both sides of the junction would be homogenic. If they are heterogemc on one side only, the junction must bound a heterogenic tract. If they are heterogenic on both sides, the junction must lie within such a tract. The number of tracts is calculable from the number of external junctions. It is most convenient to calculate first the expected number of all junctions, and then by a more complex argument to calculate the smaller number of internal junctions, the subtraction of which will give the number of external junctions. The total number of junctions, external and internal, at any stage may be calculated by the method of Section i. The types of mating capable of giving rise to a new junction at any locus are: Since in types u andy only one parent is heterozygous, only two of the gametes used will come from a heterozygous parent, so that in the four gametes used the rate of occurrence of new junctions per unit map length is
This frequency is calculable after any number r of generations of inbreeding, and is found in fact to be (4+24e) er +(I624E) ( -e)
The first mating involving a junction formed in gametogenesis of the generation is of the type je = ee in the (r+ i) ii generation, wherej stands for the strand with a junction, and e for any strand of type a, b, c, d unbroken at this point. The survival of the junction is analogous to that of a point mutation, and the probability of it being neither fixed nor eliminated after n -r----i further generations is
The expected number of junctions, external and internal at the ath generation is found by multiplying these expressions together and adding for all values of r from o to n -i. In the summation we use the relations. The total density of junctions external and internal, evaluated in this way comes to {(8+8E)fl+(428_528E)}E where the factor Z represents the fraction of the total map length heterogenic.
INTERNAL JUNCTIONS
The frequency of junctions internal to heterogenic tracts remains to be subtracted.
So far as concerns the leading term, that involving e", these are derived in two ways. (i) At a point with chromosomes of only two kinds, of mating type u or v, a crossover may produce a new type of chromosome resembling one kind on the left and the other on the right, which will be an internal junction so long as both the original kinds are still present, but will become external if either of these be lost. Using the analogy of a junction with a mutation, we may think of such mating types as trigenic, of types x or y.
In mating type u (as shown in fig. 2 ) in which two strands are produced by a heterozygote, one half of the next generation appear as type x, while from mating type ' producing four such strands, one half are of type x and one quarter of type y. The rate of pro- = 539010
(ii) There is also a second type of internal junction with frequency of the same order, which at first I overlooked; for starting with a trigenic or tetragenic mating type, a junction may be formed between two strands, and the junction together with a strand not involved in the junction may both survive as a digenic type in some later generation. Since such a digenic type will thereafter become rarer only as a power of E the fact that a rapidly decaying type x, y or z is needed to initiate the system, will not prevent internal junctions of this second kind, formed for the most part early in the inbreeding process, from contributing a term in e'. This process is illustrated in fig. i . 
4+I2€20
The four mating types in c, d, j can also be expressed in terms of the first three. Finally, the two remaining types involving a, c, d, j can be expressed in terms of the first eleven.
cd-=aj 4+12e±20 ad=cj 3+I0€-i-20 With these fifteen evaluations it is easy to find the contribution of type x(ab = ac) which out of 4 gametes produced by heterozygotes has ac = aj worth
with total 6 +2oe 20
Equally, from type, with two gametes produced by the heterozygote, all will be of type ac = cj, giving again,
+20E 20
Finally, from type z of four gametes from heterozygotes, there will be The number of separate heterogeneous tracts will, apart from tracts ending on the terminus of a chromosome, be half of this, or I 4472(fl-31862), and the typical length of such a tract will be 69 centimorgans fl-32 when n is as great as zo or so.
Expressions retaining only the leading term are, of course, approximations, and may not be very accurate in the first zo generations.
For these table i 1.0 gives the total number of junctions produced, and the numbers expected at any stage to have been lost, or fixed in tracts already homogeneous, or external, namely at the boundary of a homogeneous with a heterogeneous tract, or finally, internal, within a tract still heterogeneous. These numbers relate to each 100 cM map length. 
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The rate at which junctions are lost is greatest in the fourth generation, while the rate at which they become fixed reaches its maximum in the ninth. Indeed, for all junctions fixed the average stage of inbreeding is so high as 13 generations. External junctions are highest after 8 generations, and this is the stage at which the number of heterogenic tracts reaches its culmination. Internal junctions are highest after only 3 generations. The From the expected total number of tracts m the probability of complete homogeneity is calculated, when m is sufficiently small, as e_m. Dr Bennett has made a comparative study of these distributions for parent-offspring matings, selfed tetrasomics, and other important types of inbreeding.
